April’s trials were rewarded with
fine weather, perhaps for the olde
stagers not the sort of weather that
trials were ridden in many years ago
when cold and damp weather seemed
to be the norm.

riders will be made most welcome. An
entry form for this event accompanies
this copy of T&T.
We shall be back at Bromley Brook
this month for the Charity Trial which
is run to benefit the Leonard Cheshire
Home at Gt Bromley. In particular
this year Mick Brown has come up
with a specific aim which is to provide
funds for a specialised wheelchair for
one of the residents, a former
motorcyclist, who had an unfortunate
accident. You will find the entry form
for this event in this issue of T&T. If
you require a sponsorship form then
please contact Mick Brown and I am
sure he will be able to help. A shame
that we have had to move the event
from the grounds of The Leonard
Cheshire home as it provided a rather
unique venue for the event and was
able to provide some added
entertainment for the residents but I
suppose it is a double edged sword as
the landowner of Bromley Brook is
keen on getting the land used. From

Eddie Hood making a splash
The Plonkers trial at Gt Totham
introduced about 13 new riders to the
sport and this must be very good for
the future of trials. We must hope they
all see the light and get a Pre65
machine.
My thanks to Mick Brown for
supplying us with several photographs
taken at the Roger Birch trial. I was
rather hoping to have attended the ‘do’
at Bromley Brook but we had just
arrived home from a holiday in France
and I am afraid getting ourselves back
to normal took precedence.
Pre65 MX trial at Lamarsh. Yes,
the Pre65 MX club are organising a
trial at their new venue at Lamarsh on
Saturday 23rd May to which EFA

Kevin Goldsmith about to make a
splash
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The May Plonkaround
Raydon Pit, Wades Lane, Raydon, Suffolk (Grid Ref TM043389)
Saturday 9th May 2009
Gates will be open at noon.
Trials practise for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars

email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

what Mick has told me, the trial will
be suitable for allcomers - begiinners
to experts.
Don't forget this year's Weeting
Steam Engine Rally and Country
Show. It takes place over the weekend
of 18th/19th July. If you want to know
more give Chris Bater a ring on 01473
622550 especially if you can bring a
bike along for the display. There's
plenty to do and see over the weekend
and it looks so different in the evening
with the showman engines and
fairground all lit up.
I have included part of an article
and pictures that appeared in the
Daily Telegraph and on the Telegraph
website on April 14th. This depicts
the car racing that took place at
Boreham in the early fifties. During
the same period the Chelmsford club
ran National and International bike
meetings at the track. I have included
it as I know that some of our more
elderly members remember the
meetings at Boreham with
enthusiasm. The Chelmsford museum
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will shortly be holding an exhibition
related to the racing that took place.
Does the Eastern Centre take any
notice of its own Pre-70
Championship conditions? If the
events that have taken place this year
are anything to go by then they
certainly don’t take any notice of
them. The Pre-70 Championship
conditions as published by the
Eastern Centre specifically states that
machines must have been built in
Britain prior to 31/12/69 and be fitted
with British hubs, engine, carburettor
and frame. Forks must be of a type
used on British bikes at that time. I
for one was not aware that Yamahas
were ever built in this country! This is
quite pertinent to Tracey and myself
as we supplied the trophy for the
winner of the Pre-70 Championship.
Perhaps we shall have to bite the
bullet and write to the Comps
Committee.
Best wishes,
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The mind is a powerful thing
Only great minds can read this - this is weird, but interesting!
fi yuo cna raed tihs, yuo hvae a sgtrane mnid too.
Cna yuo raed tihs? Olny 55 plepoe out of 100 can.
i cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg. The
phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde
Uinervtisy, it dseno't mtaetr in waht oerdr the ltteres in a wrod are, the olny
iproamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can
be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it whotuit a pboerlm. Tihs is bcuseae the
huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.
Azanmig huh? I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt!

Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the next issue
of Trials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is normally the 25th of the
month preceding publication.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst
articles supplied on floppy disc or sent via email should preferably be saved in text
or RTF format.

This and That!!
1975:
The first round of the Eastern Centre inter club trials championship took
place at Cadders Hill, Lyng on 26th January 1975. The event was titled the
Jack Kersey Memorial trial in memory of a late stalwart of the Norwich Vikings
MCC. The event was won on one mark lost by Alllen Collier riding a 250
Hubbard Yamaha from John Kendall on a 325 KP 'Taco' who finished on two
marks lost. What a finish! Congrats to the Clerk of the Course. All the aces and
the enthusiasts were present and the machinery was Japanese and European
apart from one Cub, DOT, Greeves, Cheetah, Cotton (2), Scimitar, Saracen,
Dalesman and Firefly!! No going back now!! Changes were coming about in the
chair class also. Top guns were John Turner and Reg Miller (Hubbard
Matchless) who finished on 22 whilst brother Eric 'Dusty' Miller and Keith
Rayner 325 Hubbard Bultaco finished second on 33 marks lost - I wonder
what bonuses Jack paid for results like this!! Two gents by the name of Wylde
from Bury club were riding a 250 Lynx (novices) and finished on 123. The
event comprised four laps of eight sections - trendsetters??
The Breckland MCC event on 2nd February 1975 - the clerk of the course
must have cursed during this event. Laurie Bird (250 Yamaha) won on 75.
Eddie Cordle 78, Mick Denny 81, Trevor Harvey 89 all took first class awards
whilst Dave Cordle 90, Colin Sadler 92, Tim Robinson 94, Pete Ashton 102,
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Quotes Taken from Performance Evaluations:
“One-celled organisms out score him in IQ tests.”
Nick Robinson 103, Dave Spurgeon 103 all won second class awards. I guess
it was muddy or tricky or maybe both! Novice Ted just pipped John Ruth 167 to 168 - competitive eh! Tell us the story Ted, please!! Intermediate Brian
Fletcher had a good day(?) on 142.
Ipswich's Mardle trial happened on 23rd February 1975 and had a big
entry. Eddie Cordle took the premier on 35 - Jim Patey was best intermediate
on 131 and the best novice was D. Seggar on 151. Don Smith was the last of
the First Class Awards.
In more recent times the ever popular Plonkers trial on 5th April 09
courtesy of the Mid Anglia MCC provided sport for 43 solos and 1 sidecar. A
sign of the times perhaps - no entries over 350! Ian Bennett and assistants got
it right with class winners in three classes on 0. Junior, Ryan Hyde had four
unnecessary dabs to win his class. CDAC member Martyn Franklin, returning
to the scene after 15 years, got it right (0) in the Twin Shocks. Jim Shepherd
had a good ride (3) after a year away with a broken leg but was still smiling!
Approximately 13 new faces at this outing - good for the sport - I'm sure you'll
agree more business for NJB!
The following Sunday it was speed scene at Maylandsea. A very well
organised Scramble meeting with a big entry and an interesting array of
machinery covering several decades as were the riders. Great racing, lovely
day, no ice cream van though. Oh dear! Several club members were observed
enjoying a change of pace. The seven chairs all kept running and made for
interesting racing. Machinery stays together these days and mortality is low.
A fortnight later the weather stayed good for the clubs Roger Birch trial - he
would have enjoyed the happening. Brian Fletcher and helpers got it right.
Section 9 on the hard route seemed the most testing and some excellent rides
were witnessed by the writer. Young Harrison Payne was outstanding and
declaring himself ‘cream crackered’ at the finish. Ryan Hyde the one and only
youth competitor wore himself out on the hard route. Don't give up Ryan.
Bryan Neale has regained complete mobility after his knee job. Son Matthew
was stunned when he discovered very late on that he'd missed two sections
and rushed to do them by which time one was a mite messy - that fouled his
scoreline. Ho hum!!
At the back end of March, NJB took the ‘gents’ class award in the Golden
Valley's Cotswold Cup trial. Six other members took part, enjoying a good day.
On another away day, a long way away the Wilson/Plummer sidecar expired
before the first section as did Joe Stollery’s Honda - electrical in both cases!

English signs in foreign countries Airline ticket office,
Copenhagen:

WE TAKE YOUR BAGS AND SEND
THEM IN ALL DIRECTIONS
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Old friend Brian ‘Pop’ Coomer is not in good health at the moment. I'm
sure he'd appreciate some chocolates.
Had a blinding day at the races recently, Brands the venue. Hundredth
birthday bash by BEMSEE. Very head-down style - unsurprisingly didn't see
too many members around. A likely lad of 15 won the three 400cc modern
races - hails from Burnham-on-Crouch. Essex has talent!! A great day out with
two olde mates, one banging around on his sixties Bonneville, as he did in the
period.
If anyone is interested in an immaculate Greeves Scottish talk to the writer.
Finally, the club needs more observers or maybe I should say the trial
scene at large requires more people putting in and not just taking for granted.
Arrangements don't just happen, it's down to people and there is no reason
why competitors can't go along to an event that doesn't embrace them and
stand on a section. I'm aware that some have never done such over a lot of
years. You may have noticed three regular competitors have done this in recent
trials.
On that positive note - happy riding!!

PS well done June Kent, results received on Tuesday.

Sidge Kenny - 325 Suzuki
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It’s getting time to wake up the Summer’s toys!
We will be hitting the road on Saturday 30th May.
Meet at “The Alma” at 4:00 pm.
Pencil this date in.
The Management

Bumper Stickers
Born free . . . Taxed to death.
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LOG ON:
LOG OFF:
MONITOR:
DOWNLOAD:
HARD DRIVE:
KEYBOARD:
WINDOW:
SCREEN:
BYTE:
MEGABYTE:
CHIP:
MICROCHIP:
MODEM:
LAPTOP:
SOFTWARE:
HARDWARE:
MOUSE:
MAINFRAME:
WEB:
WEBSITE:
SEARCH ENGINE:
CURSOR:
YAHOO:
UPGRADE:
SERVER:
MAIL SERVER:
USER:
NETWORK:
INTERNET:
NETSCAPE:
ONLINE:
OFFLINE:
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Adding wood to make the barbie hotter.
Not adding any more wood to the barbie.
Keeping an eye on the barbie.
Getting the firewood off the Ute.
Making the trip back home without any cold tinnies.
Where you hang the Ute keys..
What you shut when the weather's cold.
What you shut in the mozzie season.
What mozzies do.
What Townsville mozzies do.
A bar snack.
What's left in the bag after you've
eaten the chips.
What you did to the lawns.
Where the cat sleeps.
Plastic knives & forks you get at Red
Rooster.
Stainless steel knives & forks - from K-Mart.
The small rodent that eats the grain in the shed.
What holds the shed up.
What spiders make.
Usually in the shed or under the verandah.
What you do when the Ute won't go.
What you say when the Ute won't go.
What you say when the Ute does go..
A steep hill..
The person at the pub who brings out the counter
lunch.
The bloke at the pub who brings out the counter lunch.
The neighbour who keeps borrowing things.
What you do when you need to repair the fishing net.
Where you want the fish to go.
What the fish do when they discover the hole in the net.
Where you hang the washing.
Where the washing ends up when the pegs aren't strong
enough.
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Ryan Hyde
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Pictures show 1950s Grand Prix racing in rural Essex
The days of gentlemen racers competing in a Grand Prix around a former
aerodrome in rural Essex have been evoked in a set of photographs uncovered
for a museum exhibition.

The track at Boreham hosted international meetings with drivers like
Stirling Moss, Mike Hawthorn and Peter Collins at the wheel of once-famous
marques like BRM, Connaught, Frazer Nash and Talbot Lago.
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The black and white shots, uncovered by an appeal by the Chelmsford
Museum, reveal how the sport has evolved over the years, as the huge
commercial pull of motor racing has led to a vast expansion in the resources
available to drivers and teams.

"There were very few safety aids on the cars not like today when the drivers
are really well-protected. This was racing in the raw and they risked their lives
every time they went out onto the track - it was dangerous and fatal crashes
were not uncommon.

"But it was not big business or highly-commercialised as it is today - you
can see from the photos how the works BRM team, arrived with a small van
and two mechanics in overalls."

CREATIVE PUNS FOR "EDUCATED MINDS"
The roundest knight at King Arthur's
round table was Sir Cumference. He
acquired his size from too much pi.
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Guest speakers are part of club life at the Vintage Motorcycle Club West
Kent section. Last year we had some great evenings with talks from, Comma
Oils an Avon tyre representative and Norman White of Norton Commando
fame. Norman even brought along his current classic race bike so that he
could explain about the development of the commando and show us the
modifications that were arrived at to make the space frame racing bike that he
currently campaigns. All interesting stuff to us enthusiasts!
On March 31st. 2009 we had another famous guest speaker in Colin Seeley.
Colin as most will know was firstly a superb sidecar racer and TT winner and
eventually probably the best frame maker and motorcycle builder in the
business at that time. When the AMC factory at Plumstead closed he was in
competition with many others who wanted to buy the old factory competition
stock. Colin is convinced that the receivers agreed to let him purchase all that
lovely stuff because he wanted to put it back on the race track and use it as
intended. Looking back he realises that the price he paid could have made
him a millionaire if he had been inclined to just market the goods for top
dollar. But that was not the point and for the next seven years or so he made
history as a racer and developer. He has actually managed to find a complete
and genuine Seeley Matchless recently and it is undergoing a rebuild in the
Seeley tradition. Why did he not save one from the days of Seeley racing and
store it away for later? His words were “We had to sell everything we made in
those days just to stay in business, so I couldn’t put one by for nostalgia”.
Apparently this recent find and subsequent purchase cost him in the region of
£10,000 and still needed a complete rebuild!

Colin’s life has been linked with that of Bernie Ecclestone the formula one
entrepreneur. They had known each other from their school days and had
been around Bexleyheath for most of their younger lives.
Bernie was
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originally born in Suffolk. Colin clearly remembers that Bernie had an eye for
money even at that tender school age. He would bring sandwiches to sell to
the other kids to make profit and the rest is history as they say.
Colin had brought along plenty of his now famous books, Colin Seeley,
Racer and the Rest which are superbly detailed and contain very accurate and
vital information of the golden days of road and circuit racing. He was offering
a discount for both books purchased on the night and any special message you
would like inside, personally written and autographed. He also dished out
goodies etc. for free.
During the evening our secretary Ron Wright had passed round a beer jug
for donations to the Joan Seeley trust for pain relief. Joan was his first wife
who had died from cancer. The
trust used to have Mike Hailwood as
its patron but this was passed on to
Murray Walker after Mikes untimely
death. On the evening we had
visitors to our section from as far
afield as Suffolk and Portsmouth.
This helped to boost the beer jug
collection to £200 pounds! Colin
was very pleased indeed. Every
pound collected goes to the trust for
equipment etc. No one takes any
cut. This is also possible because
these days they keep the donations
below £10,000 per year to avoid
taxes etc. A really great charity
getting all the money directly to the
needy in the shape of equipment and
also negotiating discounts for those
needed items.
At the end of a lengthy speech it was question time. Some good questions
were answered but there is always one that will raise a laugh or two. When
Colin asked is there any more questions a chap put up his hand and said.
“How do you get the swinging arm out of a Honda Seeley Trials bike”? After
the uproar died down Colin answered. “With great difficulty, are there any
easier questions please”? More laughter!
The evening continued with book signing and conversations with Colin. I
was holding one of his TT replica trophies he had won, he said to me “Don’t
drop that one will you, it’s worth about £6,000”. I carefully passed it on to wife
Sue with both hands and was relieved to see it safely back on the table.
Bringing three irreplaceable trophies along for club members to handle was a
truly great gesture, one that will always be remembered by many West Kent
Club members for a long time.

Dave Blanchard
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Additional contact details:
Kelly at BB Embroidery, Brookfield, Tey Road, Earls Colne, Essex, CO6 2LQ

The Charity trial is coming together well and if we
have the same weather as we had for the Roger
Birch Trophy Trial it will be a great day. The
section sponsorship is coming in steadily and
we are hoping to run twelve sections, so we
will need plenty of observers. Now this
should not be a problem, as we are a club
with 150 to 160 members, but we struggled to man
all the sections at the Roger Birch. You will also see elsewhere in
the magazine that we are appealing for help with the Barbecue, we have all the
equipment, but need help with the shopping, this means a trip to a local
superstore to pick up supplies, help with preparation and cooking and help to
serve drinks (don’t all rush). And finally, help to clear up, some of which will
have to be done on the day after.
As I have just said, the section sponsorship is coming in well and I get a
real buzz when I visit Seven Rivers and the secretary tells me that there are a
couple more cheques in. Some of these are from club members, fellow
motorcyclists, motorcycle clubs (of both religions - ACU and AMCA) and local
companies who have had me at their doors with my begging letters for nine
years now! Yes, this reaction makes it all worth while, but I fear that I am
getting past it now, and I am looking for a fit and keen replacement.

Roger Finch - 250 Sprite
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Membership Fees for 2009
Adult
Youths

£12.00 per year
£3.00 per year

Eastern Centre Gazette:
I have had no figures from the ACU for Gazettes, so at present can only quote
£7.50 per year for existing orders.
If this goes up then obviously we shall have to pass the cost on.
If the ACU increase their costs I will inform you of this.
June Kent

Julian Smith on his second only trial,
first was the recent Plonkers, I think
he is enjoying himself!

I am sure all the riders enjoyed
the Roger Birch Trial, what great
weather, and as Ted said at the
start, a Trial of two halves, the dry
sections were very dry with rock
hard ruts, and the wet sections very wet with water and mud.
Machine eligibility reared its
ugly head again, with a couple of
championship riders on machines
sporting components from the
land of the rising sun.
Why do they do it? Most of
these very trick machines are
ridden by very good riders who
could beat most riders on a farm
gate fitted with wheels!
Congratulations must go to the
Secretary of the Meeting, ably
assisted by her little treasure.
Didn’t she do well; great
programme, signed everybody on,
then observed a section and the
results were on the doormat on
Tuesday morning! Well done
June, you can do it again next
year!

Never put off until tomorrow what you can avoid altogether.
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